Comments of Editor:

1. Although there is strong negative correlation and lineal relationship between physical activity (PA) and Body Mass Index (BMI) and there is an relationship between PA and overweight/obesity in elderly from Celaya, Mexico, most patricians are unknown the race. The difference in the race was well known as the definition of BMI is different.

In Japanese peoples as yellow mankind, the more than 25 kg/m\(^2\) in BMI is defined as obesity, whereas more than 30 kg/m\(^2\) in Europe peoples as white mankind is defines as obesity. You should describe the race in the figures and the definition of over-weight and of obesity.

Correlation was performed. The significance was less than P = 0.05. However, usually the significance was less than P = 0.05 at two –tailed value. One or two tailed value in your study is unclear.

Authors’ feedback:

All subjects are Mexican people (Hispanic or Latin Americans). No another race.
All statistical tests were at two tailed value.